The morning after .. Britain woke up in a state of shock to
the news about Brexit becoming a reality
A momentous morning - we just got the news about the UK leaving the European Union. We’ve just
had a Breakfast Meeting talking about Conscious Evolution with a group of business women (and
some men) ….
Gina Lazenby asked: What is being called now…What’s happening at this time? What is the role
and opportunity for women right now?
Barbara Marx Hubbard: It is of an evolutionary
order. Its not just political or social. It is evolution.
Evolution works by long periods of climbing then
breakdown leading to breakthrough. And the
breakthroughs are radical. Now we are going to
have breakdown if we stay separate with this degree
of power. It started with the atomic bomb when the
US dropped the atomic bombs on Japan. I was 14
… and I realised that this degree of power in selfcentred consciousness we would destroy the world.
And I asked a great question. What is the meaning
of our new powers that is good ….. if we use them
for good we could heal the earth, free the people
and go forward? If not we won’t.
I got to meet President Eisenhower and asked him
… I’d like to know what you think is the next step for
the future good given all this new power, and he
looked startled and shook his head and said “I have no idea”.. so I said “We’d better find out!” So I did.
So I now had a fundamental life question. I found out that the meaning of the power is to activate a cocreative co-evolving species that we are gathering in small groups everywhere on earth , nowhere are we in
full power the breakdown of exiting power systems is breaking through for us. This is the breakthrough but
we have to mobilise and connect others. Everything that rises has to mobilise.
Gina Lazenby: There’s a lot that has been happening across the planet. Our passionate conversations this
morning are evidence, about what we are each doing. This is the time to bring all that together.
It’s the convergence of the emergence that is the political solution. It isn’t changing existing governments. It’s
emerging what is converging. I feel the United Nations asked the question about the Office for the Future is
helpful, the work that we are going to be doing is to create some kind of organism for people to connect to
create… multiple groups.
Barbara can you speak to the special role of women in this rising feminine energy?
The rising feminine energy, particularly aged 50, 60, 70, 80 and counting is that we have an emergent
species here. They are intelligent, they’re educated, they are not having more babies, they don’t have tons
of grandchildren to care for … and we are on the loose in our culture. And what are we doing? We are
finding a way to create something better for the family. And we have enlarged the idea of family from the
nuclear family to the human family. We are used to loving the family. We have seen the earth, it’s one living
body, we’ve seen that our planetary body is in trouble. Also we have seen that we want to create more. We
have more love in our hearts than we were able to give in the old structure.
We are not retiring are we?
We are NOT retiring, we are evolving and I am getting newer everyday personally
Can I share your age? I mean 86 Barbara and the energy you have got is phenomenal. I think women are reinventing older age, and I think when women get older they get less visible in the current culture, so we are
going to be stealthily moving in there as older women …

Not so stealthy !! (It was stealthy .. but now it is going to be different) … Here’s what any woman of any age
needs to do. I call it …. say the big YES. Ok, what is the Yes to? It is your own unique deep purpose given to
you by the irreducible duty of the evolutionary process. In other words, each of us is coded with an impulse
that comes from the source of creation … into this generation for the first time on earth, the freedom to
choose to evolve consciously or not.
And that is what the Dalai Lama was referring to when he said the world will be saved by western woman
because we have more freedoms in the western world …
We have the freedom and we have the education, we have culture, we have the intuitions about what needs
to be done … and we love the men. This is not about women over men. This is totally inclusive
Speak again about the great question that Adam Strong asked this morning … what is the men’s role and
this is important because the rise of the feminine is not at the expense of men. What is the man’s role if a
man is thinking, gosh all these women moving forward, should i be frightened (and some of them are) …?
I think the strongest role for men is for them to identify inside themselves their now deeper passion to create,
what they intuitively know is true. It is harder for them because they are structured into a success
syndrome culture … the women much less so .. and at our age we don't have a success model to go after.
I think it is up to the feminine co-creators to encourage the men to go deeper into their own creative soul and
say YES and become creative in partnership with the men…. and the men then will flourish. They will be so
loved, they are loved.
I think that is interesting because in some cases women can stop men going on this… to be the rock that
women want then it is hard for men to go into that inner journey of the unknown .. the personal journey of not
knowing who you are when you cease to be a rock for yourself and for others, it can be quite scary that
journey that you are talking about.
The women need to be intelligent enough to be nurturing the evolving man. We have wanted the men to
evolve to nurture the evolving woman now …. the evolving woman has to nurture the evolving man
And how does she do that?
Well she loves him first of all, she makes it clear to them what she loves about them is their unique creativity
and the gifts they have to give to the world.
It is time that we bring love, not only to our relationships, but also to the world … and this is what we have
been talking about in the UK the last week (following the tragic death of Jo Cox MP).
Women first of all fall in love with their own potential to create … they are yearning for partners .. and I am
really experiencing this - when a man has a creative gift, falls in love with you and your creative gift, you
begin to hit a new level of love
It’s a new kind of relationship isn’t it?
That is the “Whole mate” soulmate for shared purpose cropping up that we have not fully identified yet.
How do we find out about that? Nobody seems to be tackling that in all these love courses on relationships?
But it’s really a new way of relating
I am writing a book on it with my partner ! … I’ll come over here and talk about it with him. The men and the
women together.
This is what we need.
The rise of the feminine and the rise of the masculine co-creating a new world! There we are folks!
I do like the fact that you shared this morning about a couple of times in your life when you’d been depressed
and felt disconnected and found your purpose and with all the incredible work that you have done, the
leadership .. the books that you have written .. even sharing in your 80s when you were feeling low and
irrelevant… and then this re-birth happened… that is so inspiring!

It’s pretty important because the impulse of evolution is alive and it does’t just coast on what you did 20
years ago … “Oh, 20 years ago I did this but now I am not doing anything, it’s OK.” It’s not OK. It doesn’t
mean you have to be compulsive about your work. Here’s what I found. What I found is my work is my love
of my heart to do what I am doing. It is self-rewarding in the doing. Like today.
It’s not work is it?
Not really. I don’t have the word work associated with most of this. And then the feeling of giving you gift is
self-rewarding, in and of itself.
It all calls for a new vocabulary. How we relate to this.
And I have done a lot of vocabularies .. I have the seven Ss… The first S is synergy. Synergy is by doing it
together everyone is benefitting, not dominating, controlling. Another one is Syntony. (Eric Jantsch coined the
term) … with a biological organism, there is DNA in there that resonates to the RNA to build the body. In
humans there is a deep soul level frequency, that’s your own unique expression. If you let it out it will amplify
enough to guide you to express it to build the social activity you are meant to build. And when your inner
impulse is doing that it seems to me in old fashioned language that you and God become one. Because the
impulse is divine ….. and when you say yes to it that divinity infuses your humanity and you are in a state of
non-dual humanism. God and you are joined … co-creators. It’s really very logical.
So speaking for God… I mean I talk to God a lot. Continual conversations … what about this God, what
about that? It’s not that I believe actually that there is somebody listening. I like to do that for some reason .. I
have to watch myself because I’ll be walking alone down the street and for some reason I’ll say “God.. I want
you to let me know how come you gave me this to deal with? “ Usually it’s, you asked for it now we want to
see if you can deal with it. (Laughter.) So, God is pretty tough with me. I don't get a lot of sympathy.
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